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Abstract
Non-Volatile Main Memories (NVMMs) promise an opportunity for fast, persistent data structures. However, building these data structures is hard because their data must be consistent in the wake of a failure. Existing methods for building persistent data structures require either in-depth code changes to an existing data structure using an NVMM-aware library or rewriting the data structure from scratch. Unfortunately, both of these methods are labor-intensive and error-prone.

Pronto is a new NVMM library that reduces the programming effort required to add persistence to volatile data structures using asynchronous semantic logging (ASL). ASL is generic enough to allow programmers to add persistence to the existing volatile data structure (e.g., C++ Standard Template Library containers) with very little programming effort. Furthermore, ASL moves most durability code off the critical path, and our evaluation shows Pronto data structures outperform highly-optimized NVMM data structures written with other libraries by a large margin.

CCS Concepts.
• Hardware → Emerging technologies
• Software and its engineering → Software libraries and repositories
• Information systems → Data structures
• Computer systems organization → Processors and memory architectures
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1 Introduction
Emerging non-volatile main memory (NVMM) technologies such as 3D XPoint [14, 23] offer higher density than DRAM with comparable latency and bandwidth, allowing computer architects to attach them to processors via the memory bus. Programs can then use load and store instructions to access persistent data directly. Bypassing the storage stack and directly accessing NVMM is essential for unleashing the performance benefits that NVMMs offer [48]. However, this strategy requires careful reasoning to ensure a consistent-state in NVMM in the wake of a crash — data in the caches will not survive [28, 36].

NVMMs appear to be an exceptional opportunity for building fast, persistent data structures, and researchers have approached this problem in two ways. NVMM failure-atomicity libraries (e.g., [11, 51]) allow programmers to delineate failure-atomic updates to persistent data - writes within the update become persistent all at once. By identifying failure-atomic code regions and persistent writes, programmers can adapt an existing data structure to NVMM using these libraries [6, 12]. Alternatively, researchers have built custom data structures from scratch for NVMM (e.g., [43, 50]). Unfortunately, both of these design options are labor-intensive, require detailed program knowledge, and are a fertile source of subtle errors [54]. Furthermore, these options effectively ignore the wide range of useful, volatile data structures currently available (e.g., the C++ Standard Template Library or the Java Collection data structures).

In this work, we propose Pronto, a library that reduces the programming effort required to add persistence to off-the-shelf, volatile data structures, preserving the original operation of the data structure and, for concurrent data structures, their concurrency scheme. Furthermore,
Pronto minimizes the performance overhead of this transformation by moving almost all durability-related code off the critical path.

Pronto transforms the volatile data structure by changing every operation on the original data structure into a failure-atomic operation. Adding Pronto to an existing volatile data structure is simple. For sequential data structures, adding Pronto requires only adding a thin wrapper class around the data structure’s API and using the Pronto allocator. For concurrent data structures, adding Pronto also requires one additional line of code per API method.

Pronto uses a novel mechanism called Asynchronous Semantic Logging (ASL) to convert each operation on a volatile data structure into a failure-atomic operation. ASL records the arguments and execution order of each update operation performed on the data structure rather than recording the details (e.g., pointer updates) of how the data structure changed. For instance, ASL would record the insertion of an item into a binary tree rather than recording how the tree’s internal structure changed. ASL is analogous to operation logging in database systems [42], but addresses the specific needs of logging for persistent, in-memory data structures. ASL uses background threads, which run in parallel with the program (foreground) threads, to create and persist the logs off the critical path. To recover from program or system failures, Pronto plays back semantic logs for a structure to reconstruct its most recent consistent state (read-only failures). To limit the cost of replaying semantic logs, Pronto creates periodic, persistent copies of the data structure on NVMM (i.e., periodic snapshots).

In this paper, we describe the Pronto system and demonstrate that many common, non-persistent data structure implementations (e.g., RocksDB’s MemTable and containers from the GNU C++ Standard Template Library) are readily amenable to a Pronto adaptation with minimal programming effort, and, furthermore, these new Pronto adaptations perform better than other failure-atomic variants.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- It introduces ASL, a new software mechanism that reduces the programming effort and performance overhead of adding failure-atomicity to volatile data structures.
- It explores the design decisions and correctness constraints of ASL in the context of NVMMs.
- It provides an implementation for Pronto and evaluates its performance.
- It demonstrates how to use Pronto to convert both sequential and concurrent volatile data structures into persistent ones with only a few lines of code.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on NVMMs and motivates Pronto. We discuss the design and implementation of Pronto in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 presents the evaluation results and puts Pronto’s performance in perspective. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Background and Motivation

Non-volatile memories promise to fill the gap between volatile memory and disks (both hard and solid-state) by offering byte-addressability, DRAM-like latency and bandwidth, and persistence [4, 47]. NVMMs based on battery- or flash-backed DRAM [40] have been available for many years, and cheaper main memory modules based on 3D XPoint [24, 39] have entered the market recently [23, 41]. These emerging NVMMs offer higher density, higher latency, and lower bandwidth than DRAM-based devices, thus, we anticipate hybrid memory systems with both DRAM and NVMM.

NVMMs are fast enough to sit on the processor’s memory bus [3], providing software with direct access to NVMM via load/store instructions. Since CPU caches are volatile, stores to non-volatile memory do not become durable until the cache writes back the affected data. Cache evictions are usually transparent to software, so programmers must use cache flush instructions to trigger write-backs and memory barriers to wait for the write-backs to complete [2, 22, 47].

Cache-flushes and memory barriers are necessary building blocks, but they do not suffice for providing the failure-atomicity that applications need to make use of NVMMs. Below, we describe the costs of providing failure-atomicity for programs with direct access to NVMM.

2.1 Programming Cost

Bypassing the filesystem to directly access NVMM via load/store instructions lets programmers fully exploit the performance benefits of NVMMs, but it introduces a series of challenges. Programs could lose part of an update to a persistent data structure during a system failure (e.g., power loss) because existing hardware does not support flushing multiple cache lines atomically: an ill-timed failure could cause permanent data inconsistency.

To avoid this issue, persistent data structures must be able to recover to a consistent state after a crash. NVMM transactional memory libraries [11, 36, 51] embody the most common approach to ensure failure-atomicity of updates to a persistent data structure: fine-grain logging of how the data structure changes. Unfortunately, annotating existing data structures with these libraries
is labor-intensive and error-prone as programmers are required both to annotate every persistent data update and reason about failure-atomic update boundaries. As an example, we had to rewrite almost all of a volatile B+Tree to make it persistent using Intel’s popular Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) library [25]. For more complicated data structures in use today (e.g., those in the C++ Standard Template Library), adding all these annotations without error would be an extremely invasive change to a code base that is already very complex and highly-optimized for volatile operation. Indeed, the difficulty of correctly adding annotations has spawned research into new debugging tools for finding these errors [21, 31, 34, 54].

### 2.2 Performance Cost

The cost of enforcing failure-atomic updates for NVMM data structures is large. Logging for failure-atomicity libraries adds overhead in the form of stores to transaction metadata, additional cache-flushes, and memory barriers [10, 56]. Moreover, the cost of fine-grain logging scales with the complexity of persistent data structures. Logging also limits the processor’s ability to reorder instructions [45], further hurting performance.

To explore this cost, we measured it in PMEMKV [26], a persistent key-value store that uses a B-Tree and stores its last level in NVMM [53]. PMEMKV uses the transaction facility in PMDK [25] to transactionally update the B-Tree.

We instrumented PMDK and PMEMKV to gather detailed latency numbers for inserting one million key-value pairs to PMEMKV using traces from YCSB [13]. Figure 1 reports the relative latency of managing the B-Tree data structure and ensuring its failure-atomicity (e.g., logging, persistent allocation, and transaction management) for value sizes ranging from 64 to 8192 bytes. Failure-atomicity increases the latency of insert operations by 26% to 106%.

Conventional NVMM transaction libraries put all the overhead of ensuring failure-atomicity (e.g., logging, cache-flushes, and barriers) on the critical path, so applications bear the full cost. Pronto’s goal is to hide this overhead by moving it off the critical path.

Next, we modified PMEMKV to disable transaction management and logging. This modified version does not ensure the durability and consistency of updates to the NVMM-resident data, but still adopts PMDK’s persistent memory allocator for managing the last level of the B-Tree. Comparing the throughput of the modified and original versions of PMEMKV lets us estimate the performance boost that we can achieve by moving logging and transaction management off the critical path. We observe that the modified version (with no logging and transaction management) runs twice as fast.

### 3 Design

Pronto adds persistence to volatile data structures with minimal code changes and moves the cost of durability off the critical execution path. It accomplishes this by creating asynchronous semantic logs (ASLs) that allow for the reconstruction of the latest consistent state of the data structures during recovery from a failure. The semantic logs record every operation invoked on the object along with the operation’s arguments. This logging occurs *asynchronously* and in parallel with the actual operation.

In terms of the programming cost, ASLs are useful since they avoid the need to log fine-grained changes to the underlying data structure. With semantic logging, we only need to log the method call and its arguments — replaying operations after a failure is sufficient to recover the data structure’s state. Code changes, as a consequence, are minimal — for sequential data structures, we only need to intercept the public methods of the data structure and ensure that it uses Pronto’s allocator to allocate its internal structures. Adding ASLs to concurrent data structures is nearly as easy: it requires adding one additional line of code to each public method.

Our ASLs also reduce the performance cost of persistence by logging asynchronously, especially for slower NVMMs. By decoupling log creation from operation execution and performing logging in parallel, ASL can drastically reduce the performance cost of persistence. In fact, if the logging is quick enough, Pronto can almost completely hide the overhead of logging by moving it off the critical path.

Pronto is broadly applicable to most data structures. The only restriction is that the structures must meet two criteria that are common to most data structures. First, the data structure and its interface must be properly *encapsulated* so that modifications only occur through public methods and *deterministic* so that the externally-visible effect of those methods is only a function of the

![Figure 1. Latency breakdown of inserts to PMEMKV](image-url)
current state of the data structure and the arguments to the method. In effect, this means that the methods cannot read or write global variables. Second, if the data structure is thread-safe (i.e., supports concurrent accesses), it must be linearizable [19, 38].

An update to the data structure is linearizable if the data structure’s synchronization mechanisms (e.g., locks) ensure that the effect of multiple (potentially parallel) updates is the same as those updates being applied one at a time in some order [19]. Linearizability is the common correctness condition for concurrent data structures, and most practical data structures meet this condition (e.g., [17, 32, 49]). For any linearizable data structure that uses locks to order updates that do not commute, Pronto provides failure-atomicity with no loss of concurrency.

These requirements are not onerous in practice, since they closely correspond to common data structure design practices. Most container libraries (e.g., the C++ STL) and many custom data structures (e.g., the core data structures of RocksDB [16] and Memcached [18]) meet them.

This section describes the design of Pronto. We begin with a description of the Pronto system and runtime. Next, we describe Pronto’s programming interface and elaborate on the durability and concurrency semantics that Pronto offers. Finally, we give examples of using Pronto for both sequential and concurrent data structures.

3.1 Pronto System Overview

The Pronto runtime maintains three entities for each persistent data structure it manages. An asynchronous semantic log, a volatile online image of the data structure in volatile memory, and a persistent snapshot of the data structure. This subsection describes Pronto’s runtime in terms of its ASL, memory management, and snapshot mechanisms.

3.1.1 Asynchronous Semantic Logging. Pronto’s semantic logs record the high-level updates that the data structure undergoes rather than the fine-grain changes to the memory that holds it. For example, Pronto only creates a single log record for inserting a new key-value pair to a B-Tree, unlike undo-logging that requires recording the fine-grain changes to the B-Tree’s structure that happen as part of the insert. Since recording the high-level operations is usually fast, ASL is generally more efficient than normal write-ahead logging.

For clarity, we describe ASL in terms of method invocations (or “updates,” read-only operations need not be logged) on container-style objects (e.g., linked lists, hash maps, and vectors), but ASL will work for any deterministic, linearizable (or sequential) data structure with a well-defined set of operations that Pronto’s ASL can record.

For every operation that modifies the data structure, Pronto creates a semantic log entry, a persistent record that records the method invoked (e.g., an insert) and a copy of its arguments.

Besides an ASL and a persistent snapshot, Pronto maintains a volatile online image for each data structure. The online image reflects the current state of the data structure. In addition to logging operations, Pronto applies each operation to the volatile version and read-only operations run against it.

After a crash and upon restart, Pronto can recreate the volatile online image (i.e., recover the last consistent state of the data structure) by replaying the ASL. A snapshot mechanism described below keeps the cost of recovering the volatile online image manageable.

The key optimization that Pronto makes is to perform logging in an ASL thread that runs in parallel with the foreground update to the online image. If applying an update to the online image is slower than logging its arguments, Pronto can entirely hide the ASL’s latency.

Under ASL, an operation is not complete until both the update to the volatile online image is finished and the semantic log entry is persistent. To enforce this requirement, the foreground thread must wait for the ASL thread to finish logging before any of the update’s effect becomes visible to other threads. In practice, this means synchronizing with the ASL thread before releasing any lock that protects the operation’s effects (changes) from being visible to other concurrent operations. This guarantees that the commit order of ASLs agrees with the execution order of updates to the data structure that do not commute (e.g., insert($K_1$, $V_1$) and erase($K_1$)).

Figure 2 illustrates the parallel execution of the foreground thread (bottom) and ASL thread (top). ASL operations are blue, DRAM updates are green, and synchronization is red. Begin marks the beginning of both logging and update execution. Commit marks completion of the operation. The small orange box in the foreground thread is the commit point for the ASL log entry when the entry becomes persistent.

Figure 3 compares ASL with undo-logging and redo-logging [36]. ASL allows executing the Logging code in parallel with the Operation and decreases the execution complexity of memory barriers and cache-line flushes in the critical path, thereby reducing the total overhead of adding persistence to volatile data structures.

3.1.2 Memory Management and Addressing. Pronto provides a volatile memory allocator that manages a contiguous region of memory to hold the online, volatile image. Data structures must use the allocator for any internal objects (e.g., nodes in a linked list) and
applications must use the allocator for objects they pass to data structure methods via a pointer. This requirement ensures that the data structure and all memory reachable from it are fully contained within the memory region the allocator manages.

The online image of a data structure uses native pointers for addressing, so it is not relocatable (i.e., it must always reside at the same virtual address). This is not a fundamental limitation of Pronto or ASL, but it is necessary to support the easy conversion of volatile data structures into persistent data structures without compiler support. Previous work has shown how to ensure relocatability with a compiler [37]. Those techniques would apply to Pronto. We describe the allocator in detail in Section 4.2.

Pronto also manages NVMM space for semantic logs and snapshots. It allocates space by mapping NVMM files into the program’s address space. ASL uses the mapped NVMM space as a circular buffer and writes over old semantic log entries that precede the latest snapshot. Section 4.1 provides additional details.

3.1.3 Snapshots. Pronto provides a snapshot mechanism that works closely with its volatile memory allocator to take periodic snapshots of online images. Snapshots, which are durably stored on NVMM, reduce the ASL storage requirements and improve recovery time since Pronto only needs to store ASL entries since the last snapshot and replay those entries after a crash.

Snapshots contain a persistent copy of the (volatile) memory pages used by the volatile online images of the data structures along with a description of currently allocated memory (provided by Pronto’s allocator). Pronto always keeps the latest snapshot on NVMM to ensure fast recovery.

The application can change the frequency of snapshots to trade-off between snapshot overhead and recovery time. We describe the mechanics of taking a snapshot in Section 4.3 and measure its performance impact in Section 5.7.

3.2 Using Pronto

Pronto offers a simple C++ interface for creating persistent data structures with ASL support. The interface provides access to Pronto’s volatile memory allocator, a mechanism to specify the boundaries of operations that the ASL will record, and a directory that allows accessing persistent data structures across restarts. Table 1 summarizes the interface.

Programmers can use Pronto to add persistence to both sequential (single-threaded) and concurrent (thread-safe) volatile data structures. This section provides an example of using Pronto for each case and elaborates on the requirements for using Pronto with concurrent data structures.

3.2.1 Adding Pronto to Sequential Data Structures. Adding Pronto to a volatile single-threaded data structure is straight-forward.

The programmer adds Pronto by creating a wrapper object for the volatile data structure, and the wrapper object inherits from PersistentObject. Extending the PersistentObject superclass provides a naming mechanism to enable programmers to access instances of the class across restarts using a unique name. Any instance of this new class is a persistent object, where the latest consistent state of its internal data structure survives failures and each public method executes as a failure-atomic operation.

The wrapper object contains an instance of the original data structure (i.e., the online image) and wrapper methods for every function in the data structure’s API. For any method that updates the wrapped data structure, the programmer inserts a special op_begin() at the top of the corresponding wrapper method and op_commit() at the end. The op_begin() method triggers semantic log entry creation and takes a copy of the input arguments, while the op_commit() method commits the operation. Note that Pronto only requires instrumenting public update (e.g., non-const) methods, while existing NVMM libraries (e.g., PMDK [25]) require tracking all
Every persistent object must inherit from this class. Pronto identifies objects by their unique name (provided to the constructor) and maintains a persistent directory for mapping names to references to objects.

Uses the persistent directory to return a reference to the persistent object of type `<T>` identified by `name`.

Marks the beginning of a failure-atomic operation, which accepts `args` as input, and initiates ASL.

Waits for the operation’s ASL to complete and then marks the semantic log entry as committed.

Programmers must replace `malloc()`, `realloc()` and `free()` with `palloc()`, `prealloc()` and `pfree()` for managing memory for their data structures (e.g., using GCC’s `–wrap` flag) to allow Pronto create periodic asynchronous snapshots.

Table 1. Pronto’s programming interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PersistentObject(name)</th>
<th>Every persistent object must inherit from this class. Pronto identifies objects by their unique name (provided to the constructor) and maintains a persistent directory for mapping names to references to objects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get_object&lt;T&gt;(name)</td>
<td>Uses the persistent directory to return a reference to the persistent object of type <code>&lt;T&gt;</code> identified by <code>name</code>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_begin(args)</td>
<td>Marks the beginning of a failure-atomic operation, which accepts <code>args</code> as input, and initiates ASL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op_commit()</td>
<td>Waits for the operation’s ASL to complete and then marks the semantic log entry as committed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palloc(size)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prealloc(ptr, size)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pfree(ptr)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Creating a template persistent vector using the STL’s vector container and Pronto.

```
template <class T>
class PVector : PersistentObject {
  // Alloc conforms with STL allocator
  // Alloc.allocate() calls palloc()
  // Alloc.deallocate() calls pfree()
  vector<T, Alloc<T>> *vVector;

public:
  PVector(string name): PersistentObject(name) {
    // alloc is an instance of Alloc<T>
    // *new* uses palloc() for allocation
    vVector = new vector<T, Alloc<T>>(alloc);
  }
  void push_back(const T& value) {
    op_begin(value);
    vVector->push_back(value);
    op_commit();
  }
  void pop_back() {
    op_begin();
    vVector->pop_back();
    op_commit();
  }
  size_t size() const {
    // no logging needed for read-only ops
    return vVector->size();
  }
};
```

Figure 4 is an example of using Pronto’s APIs from Table 1 to create a persistent version of the vector container from the GNU C++ Standard Template Library (STL). We create a wrapper class (PVector) for the `std::vector` that extends PersistentObject. Since STL containers support user-specified allocators, we pass a reference to Pronto’s allocator to the constructor of the `std::vector`. Update methods of the STL vector are wrapped and surrounded by `op_begin()` and `op_commit()`. For the sake of simplicity, we only illustrate the implementation of the constructor, `push_back()` and `pop_back()` methods.

3.2.2 Adding Pronto to Concurrent Data Structures. Pronto supports a wide class of concurrent data structures that synchronize internally using locks. So long as they meet the standard correctness condition of linearizability, Pronto can make them resilient to power outages with simple code changes. In a linearizable (concurrent) data structure, each method appears to occur at some atomic instant in time between its invocation and return; putting the operations in this order gives us a linearization order, and the concurrent data structure must behave exactly like a sequential data structure executing the operations in this order [19, 38].

Converting a thread-safe data structure in Pronto follows the exact same requirements as a sequential data structure, save for the call to `op_commit()`, which, instead of being called in the wrapper object, is called within the wrapped data structure at a programmer identified point. For proper integration with Pronto, the order in which operations call `op_commit()` must be a valid linearization order. Put more simply, if two data structure operations cannot (semantically) commute (e.g., performing `insert(k_1,v_1)` and `erase(k_1)` against a hash-map), then their calls to `op_commit()` must occur in program order.

In practice, this requirement can be trivially met by ensuring that the lock that protects the operation’s data structure modifications also protects the call to

writes to NVMM. Pronto uses a simple source preprocessor to provide every `op_begin()` with a pointer to the public method that calls into it, which enables mapping semantic logs to their matching public methods during recovery. This preprocessor also generates code to convert each semantic log entry to a corresponding method call and automate replaying semantic logs at recovery. Pronto assumes that the implementation of the data structure does not change before recovery.

Finally, the programmer must use Pronto’s memory allocator to manage memory for the wrapped data structure.
which the data structure’s operations not only appear in both
sequential and parallel execution histories, respectively,
to a linearizable data structure.

Non-commutable operations (e.g.,
insert(key, value)) THAT COMMUTE (e.g.,
notify ASL threads upon starting a new failure-atomic
operation by calling op_begin() and sync up with them
to ensure the persistence of semantic logs before committing
the log entry.

This requirement allows Pronto to reconstruct persistent
objects after failures by replaying semantic logs sequentially
according to their commit order—the commit order of semantic
logs represents a valid sequential execution order of their corresponding failure-atomic
operations.

4 Implementation

This section elaborates on the implementation of Pronto
and revisits the most interesting technical challenges we
addressed in building it by answering the following
questions:

- How to minimize the programming effort of building persistent objects from volatile ones?
- How to implement ASL with minimum overhead on the critical execution path?
- How to identify modified memory pages to efficiently create periodic, asynchronous snapshots?
- How to store asynchronous, consistent snapshots of off-the-shelf volatile data structures with minor changes to the source code?
- How to use semantic logs and snapshots to reconstruct persistent objects after failures?

Pronto comprises a user-level C++ library and a simple
source preprocessor. Below we describe how the library
manages logs, allocates memory, takes snapshots, and recovers from failures. Then we describe the preprocessor.

4.1 Asynchronous Semantic Logging

To reduce the overhead of semantic logging on the critical path, Pronto creates a dedicated background ASL thread for every foreground thread. Foreground threads notify ASL threads upon starting a new failure-atomic operation by calling op_begin() and sync up with them to ensure the persistence of semantic logs before committing the log entry.

Pronto uses pthread_create() to create an ASL thread for every foreground thread, evenly distributes foreground threads over available physical cores, and co-locates foreground threads with their ASL threads. Sharing physical cores (i.e., running as hyperthreads) enable foreground and ASL threads to share L1 caches and synchronize at low cost. Figure 6 shows the assignment of foreground and ASL threads to CPU cores and demonstrates the synchronization points between the two threads.
Figure 6. Pronto evenly distributes user threads over physical CPU cores and co-locates each one with its ASL thread.

Pronto’s implementation aims to minimize the overhead of ASL on the critical path and trades CPU and recovery time for faster execution of update operations. However, multiple user threads can share a single ASL thread for programs that are read-dominated or less sensitive to ASL overhead.

Pronto stores semantic logs in NVMM-resident files and creates a separate file for each persistent object. These files comprise a header and a body. The header includes the commit number of the last committed semantic log and relative pointers to the head and tail of the file’s body. Having a separate file for each object reduces the contention on the log’s header. The body stores semantic logs in a circular buffer.

Semantic log entries contain a pointer to the method they must replay during recovery, as well as a shallow copy of its input arguments. Making a copy is necessary. Otherwise, the application might change a value after the log entry is created, leading to a different result during recovery.

Pronto uses DAX `mmap()` to directly map the file to the program’s virtual address space, bypass the storage stack, and access the NVMM pages via load/store [33]. ASL threads use non-temporal store instructions followed by memory barriers to avoid cache pollution while appending semantic logs to the mapped pages, which also improves the performance of creating large semantic logs. Support for DAX `mmap()` is currently available through the ext-4, XFS, and NOVA [46, 52] file systems.

4.2 Memory Allocator

Pronto uses a custom memory allocator for the volatile online image of persistent objects to facilitate creating asynchronous snapshots. The allocator serves allocations from a contiguous volatile memory pool, which could reside on NVMM if the DRAM capacity is not sufficient, and maintains a bitmap for the pool to differentiate between used and unused regions. The bitmap granularity is 4 KB.

Pronto serves allocations by regions from an extensible volatile memory pool, which can expand by mapping huge-pages into the program’s address space. Pronto uses huge-pages to reduce the number of page-table entries and thus, the overhead of creating asynchronous snapshots. The allocator always maps the volatile memory pool at the same virtual address to keep pointers valid throughout restarts and allow recovering objects from snapshots. Pronto maintains per-object allocators that serve allocation and free operations through per-core free-lists to reduce contention, allocation latency, and synchronization overhead. Free-lists sort memory regions based on their size and assign them into buckets to reduce lookup time. Each bucket holds a pointer to a doubly-linked list of unused memory regions [5, 15].

4.3 Periodic Snapshots

To create a persistent snapshot, Pronto must freeze the execution at a point of time where all persistent objects are in a consistent state (i.e., before or after running an update operation), and then copy the entire online image to NVMM. The process of creating snapshots comprises a synchronous and an asynchronous phase.

During the synchronous phase, Pronto freezes persistent objects in a consistent state by blocking new update operations and awaiting completion of those that are yet to be committed. It then streams the state of allocation tables, including the bitmap and free-lists, to NVMM and simultaneously marks the allocated volatile pages as read-only.

Next, Pronto unblocks new update operations and starts the asynchronous phase, where it saves the read-only volatile pages to NVMM. Pronto uses multiple threads to expedite the copying. The threads examine the allocated 2 MB volatile pages, identify its used 4 KB regions using the bitmap, stream the used regions to NVMM, and make each page writable as soon as the NVMM copy is durable. An update operation that attempts to write to a read-only volatile page will trigger a page-fault handler, which takes over copying the target page to NVMM before marking it writable and returning to the operation that caused the page-fault.

Pronto creates full snapshots for the sake of simplicity. To support incremental snapshots, it can keep volatile pages read-only until modified by an update operation, and only include writable (i.e., modified) pages in new snapshots.

For every persistent object, Pronto also records the identifier of its last committed operation and the tail offset of its semantic log at the time of creating the snapshot. It then recycles any log entry that precedes this tail offset for creating new semantic logs.

4.4 Recovery Management

After a crash, Pronto uses a combination of ASL and durable snapshots to restore persistent objects to their
state before the failure. It uses the most recent snapshot to restore the latest durable state of its memory pool.

Next, it replays semantic logs against their corresponding persistent objects in commit order. For every persistent object, Pronto only replays semantic log entries recorded after the latest snapshot. Once it replays all log entries, it passes control to user code.

Pronto uses multiple threads to recover persistent objects and assigns a subset of the persistent objects to each recovery thread. Pronto uses a valid linearization order, which is dictated by the commit order of update operations, to replay the semantic logs. Since the original execution of the program is deadlock-free and Pronto replays update operations in a valid linearization order, Pronto’s recovery is deadlock-free.

4.5 Preprocessor

Pronto’s preprocessor reduces the programming effort of using Pronto by automatically generating the code for translating method calls into matching semantic logs during execution and decoding semantic logs to matching method calls during recovery.

For every public method that updates the data structure, the preprocessor passes a pointer to the method as an extra argument to op_begin(). It then extends these data structures with a new function that creates semantic logs. These functions, which ASL uses at runtime, store all the input arguments provided to op_begin() as well as the pointer to the caller public method in a semantic log entry.

The preprocessor creates a member function for each persistent data structure to enable replaying semantic logs during recovery. This function translates semantic log entries of its data structure to the corresponding public method calls.

The preprocessor also overloads the new operator of persistent data structures (i.e., every class that extends PersistentObject) to allocate all memory the data structure uses with Pronto’s allocator.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Pronto’s performance to provide answers to the following questions:

- What is the performance overhead of using Pronto to add persistence to volatile data structures?
- Can programmers use Pronto to build persistent data structures that outperform highly-optimized NVMM data structures?
- What is the performance benefit of using Pronto as the failure-atomicity mechanism for existing applications?
- How much is the speedup of replacing existing NVMM libraries with Pronto for persistent data structures?
- How much is the storage overhead of Pronto’s ASL and periodic snapshots?
- When is ASL most effective at hiding the persistence cost?
- What is the cost of creating asynchronous snapshots for data structures with either sequential or random memory access patterns?
- How does the size of data structures, the frequency of snapshots, and the number of threads impact the recovery time?

5.1 Testbed Setup

The evaluation platform has two Intel Cascade Lake-SP (engineering sample) processors with 12 physical cores and hyper-threading enabled that run at 2.2 GHz. The platform has 192 GB of DRAM and 1.5 TB (6 × 256 GB) of NVMM (Intel Optane DC 2666 MHz QS [23, 29]) on each socket. All benchmarks run on one processor, avoiding NUMA-related overheads in accessing NVMM. We use ext4 to provide direct-access (DAX) to NVMM pages [33].

5.2 Persistence for Volatile Data Structures

We measure the overhead of using Pronto to add persistence to both sequential (single-threaded) and concurrent (thread-safe) volatile data structures.

5.2.1 Overhead for Sequential Data Structures.

Our first experiment uses four containers from the GNU C++ Standard Template Library (STL) to evaluate the overhead of integrating Pronto with volatile data structures. These containers are:

- map: a sorted map that stores key-value pairs in a red-black tree.
- unordered_map: an unordered hash-table that stores key-value pairs.
- vector: a resizable array data structure.
- priority_queue: an adapter for the vector container that creates a max-heap from the inserted elements.

Since STL containers provide deterministic update operations and support using user-defined allocators, we create persistent versions of each container by creating a wrapper class that extends Pronto and wraps calls to the container’s public methods, similar to the wrapper for STL’s vector in Figure 4. To measure the performance of vector and priority_queue, we insert 5 million elements to both versions of each container. We use traces from
We create a snapshot for persistent benchmarks at least once every 15 seconds. Figure 8 shows the average throughput for inserting 5 million key-value pairs with 1 KB values to the hash-map implementations as we increase the number of threads (from 1 to 8), both volatile and Pronto versions of the concurrent hash-map show similar scalability.

## 5.3 NVMM-Optimized Data Structures

For small operations, such as inserting small values into the vector, Pronto imposes more overhead (up to 28×) as the synchronization between the user and the ASL thread is relatively more expensive, and the latency of the operation is significantly smaller than persisting the semantic log. The synchronization overhead is minimal for programs with more complex logic like the priority queue and the map. Moreover, ASL threads use non-temporal stores followed by memory fences to create a failure may cause the last few asynchronous writes to be lost.

Therefore, the overhead of Pronto is significant for small operations (e.g., 28× for inserting 256-byte values to the hash-map implementations) in bytes and the vertical axis is the average latency in microseconds. V and P stand for Volatile and Persistent, respectively. UMap and PQ represent the Unordered Map and Priority Queue data structures, respectively.

YCSB [13] to evaluate map and unordered_map containers. The traces comprise 5 million insert operations with 32-byte keys.

We measure the average latency of both volatile and persistent versions of the benchmarks to quantify the performance overhead of Pronto. Figure 7 shows how the average latency for the benchmarks change as we increase the size of data inserted into the STL containers. We create a snapshot for persistent benchmarks at least once every 15 seconds.

For small operations, such as inserting small values into the vector, Pronto imposes more overhead (up to 28×) as the synchronization between the user and the ASL thread is relatively more expensive, and the latency of the operation is significantly smaller than persisting the semantic log. The synchronization overhead is minimal for programs with more complex logic like the priority queue and the map. Moreover, ASL threads use non-temporal stores followed by memory fences to create semantic logs (i.e., copying pointers to operations and their input data to NVMM), which perform poorly for small writes and increase the relative overhead of ASL for small operations.

Therefore, the overhead of Pronto is significant for small operations (e.g., 28× for inserting 256-byte values into STL’s vector) and lowest for programs with compute-intensive operations and large memory footprints (e.g., 3.2× for adding key-value pairs with 4 KB values to STL’s Map).

### 5.2.2 Concurrent Data Structures

Our next experiment uses the persistent hash-map implementation from Figure 5, which adds locking to 32 instances of STL’s unordered_map container to support concurrent operations, and compare its throughput against the volatile version of the hash-map to measure Pronto’s scalability. We use jemalloc [15] as the allocator for the volatile hash-map since thread-safe malloc uses an internal lock and serializes concurrent accesses. For the persistent hash-map, we create a snapshot at least once every 10 seconds. Figure 8 shows the average throughput for inserting 5 million key-value pairs with 1 KB values to the hash-map implementations as we increase the number of threads (from 1 to 8), both volatile and Pronto versions of the concurrent hash-map show similar scalability.

## 5.4 Optimizing Persistent Data Structures

To demonstrate the performance benefit of using Pronto to optimize existing persistent data structures, we modify RocksDB 5.17 [16], a persistent key-value store library, and replace its default failure-atomicity mechanism (redo-logging) with ASL. Using write-dominant (YCSB A with 50% reads and 50% writes) and read-dominant (YCSB B with 95% reads and 5% writes) traces from YCSB, we compare the performance of the modified version of RocksDB against its original version with synchronous and asynchronous writes. A synchronous-write does not return unless its redo-log is durable, while an asynchronous-write immediately returns once its redo-log reaches the file-system’s page-cache. As a consequence, a failure may cause the last few asynchronous writes to be lost.

We warm-up the key-value stores by inserting 5 million key-value pairs (i.e., YCSB load phase) and then perform 5 million put/get operations based on the workload characteristics (YCSB A and YCSB B). We use 4 KB values for these experiments and configure Pronto in two modes: Pronto-Full that uses a dedicated ASL thread
for each benchmark thread, and Pronto-Light that uses half the number of threads of the former version.

Figure 10 shows that both versions with Pronto (i.e., Pronto-Light and Pronto-Full) outperform RocksDB with synchronous writes with a wide margin. Furthermore, Pronto-Full matches the performance of asynchronous writes for both read-dominant and write-dominant workloads, despite giving stronger guarantees on failure.

5.5 Comparing ASL against Undo-Logging
We use the concurrent, persistent B+Tree implementation from Kamino-Tx [36] to compare the performance of Kamino-Tx and PMDK 1.5 [25], existing NVMM libraries that accomplish failure-atomic updates using undo-logging, against Pronto. We create a new version of the B+Tree by removing its failure-atomicity code and wrapping it by a Pronto object, thereby making it failure-atomic through Pronto. For the Pronto version of the B+Tree, we create a snapshot after performing 50% of the insert operations (around once every 5 seconds). The Kamino-Tx and PMDK versions only persist the last level of the B+Tree and reconstruct the internal nodes after restarts.

Figure 11 shows the average throughput of running the YCSB workloads from Section 5.4 against the Kamino-Tx, PMDK, and Pronto versions of the B+Tree. We use three Pronto modes for these experiments: Pronto-Full that creates an ASL thread for every benchmark thread, Pronto-Light that uses half the number of threads of Pronto-Full, and Pronto-Sync that creates semantic-logs synchronously.

In comparison to PMDK and Kamino-Tx, Pronto-Full provides higher performance for the write-dominant workload (YCSB A). Kamino-Tx does not scale when running YCSB A as it uses a single persister thread. For the write-dominant workload, Pronto-Sync closely matches the performance of PMDK and outperforms Kamino-Tx. Pronto-Full and Pronto-Sync offer slightly
We use a microbenchmark to measure the sensitivity of ASL thread) to the critical path. The latency of volatile operations varies from 100 ns to 100 μs, and the size of semantic log entries is 1 KB.

5.6 Sensitivity Analysis

We use a microbenchmark to measure the sensitivity of ASL to the latency of the volatile operations. We vary the operation latency from 100 ns to 100 μs and report the overhead of creating 1 KB asynchronous semantic logs on the critical path.

Figure 12 shows the results and compares the cost of ASL to synchronous semantic logging, where Pronto creates the 1 KB semantic logs on the critical path and before performing the volatile operations. We report average latencies of 5 million operations across five runs, and show the standard deviation atop each bar (the small, horizontal bars in black).

The experiments show that for sub-microsecond operations, ASL falls short in hiding the persistence overhead as the operation latency is a fraction of the cost of ASL. For other operations, ASL moves the entire cost of creating semantic logs to the background and only exposes a small fraction of semantic logging (i.e., committing entries and transferring the operation arguments to the ASL thread) to the critical path.

Note that the cost of persisting semantic logs and committing them decreases as we increase the latency of the volatile operations (i.e., the gap between consecutive writes to the same NVMM address). This behavior is due to how Intel Optane DC persistent memory handles back-to-back writes to the same address [29].

5.7 Overhead of Snapshots

Snapshot performance is critical for Pronto because it dictates the frequency at which programmers can create snapshots, and thus the trade-off between execution and recovery time. Here we use two micro-benchmarks to quantify the impact of Pronto’s snapshot mechanism on the average latency and the total execution time of programs.

The first benchmark studies how the latency of the synchronous and asynchronous steps of creating snapshots change in response to increasing the workload size. Figure 13 (a) presents the outcome of this benchmark that varies the workload size (i.e., size of the persistent objects) from 2 MB to 16 GB and measures the latency of both synchronous and asynchronous paths of creating snapshots. The latency of the asynchronous path grows linearly with the workload size, as the size of memory regions that Pronto must persist on NVMM increases. However, the latency of the synchronous path only changes from 22 to 34 milliseconds. Thus, Pronto only stalls those update operations that run during the first few milliseconds of creating a new snapshot.

The other benchmark evaluates the impact of snapshots on the total execution time of programs that perform sequential or random 64-bit memory accesses (50% read and 50% write). We vary the workload size and run the benchmark with and without creating a snapshot to calculate normalized execution times. We vary the frequency of creating snapshots between 2 ms and 16 seconds based on the size of the data structure. Figure 13 (b) shows the normalized execution time for this benchmark. As the workload size increases, the impact of creating snapshots on the execution time converges to a constant: for programs with random memory access, the constant overhead is about 10%, while programs with sequential memory access only suffer from a 0.8% increase of the execution time. The overhead of Pronto’s snapshots is higher on the random-access benchmark because randomly accessing memory while creating an asynchronous snapshot escalates the chance of writing to read-only memory pages, which increases synchronous writes to NVMM as well as the impact of Pronto’s snapshots on the total execution time.

5.8 Recovery Time

We use a new benchmark, which uses Pronto to implement failure-atomic quick-sort, to measure the impact of data-structure size (i.e., size of the online image), number of threads, and snapshot frequency on the recovery time. The benchmark uses quick-sort to sort a large string array, comprising 1 KB strings. We vary the number of elements in the array from $2^{20}$ (1 GB) to $2^{25}$ (32 GB), the number of sort threads from 1 to 8, and the snapshot frequency from 2 to 32 seconds. Pronto uses 16 threads to load the snapshot and a single thread to replay semantic logs during recovery.

These experiments show that the primary determinant of recovery time for the failure-atomic quick-sort is the object size, as the snapshot frequency and the number of sort threads has no significant impact on the recovery time. Pronto recovers the 1 GB and 32 GB objects in less than 400 milliseconds and 7 seconds, respectively.
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Figure 13. Measuring the impact of data size (i.e., total memory allocated by persistent objects) on the overhead of Pronto’s periodic snapshots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronto Structure</th>
<th>Volatile Memory</th>
<th>NVMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online Image</td>
<td>Semantic Logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashMap</td>
<td>4.48 GB</td>
<td>2.25 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>4.23 GB</td>
<td>2.15 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Tree</td>
<td>2.71 GB</td>
<td>0.70 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The storage cost of Pronto for HashMap and Map data structures from Figure 9 and the B+Tree from Figure 11. Snapshot cost only includes the space for the active snapshot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Volatile Memory</th>
<th>NVMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMEMKV</td>
<td>5.98 GB</td>
<td>5.31 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Tree + PMDK</td>
<td>1.65 GB</td>
<td>1.16 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+Tree + KaminoTx</td>
<td>1.66 GB</td>
<td>2.32 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The storage cost of PMEMKV from Figure 9 and the PMDK and KaminoTX versions of the B+Tree from Figure 11.

5.9 Storage Cost

We use the benchmarks from Section 5.3 and Section 5.5 to compare the storage cost of Pronto against PMEMKV, PMDK, and KaminoTx. We measure the volatile and persistent memory footprints of Pronto data structures and report the cost in Table 2. Similarly, we report the storage cost of PMEMKV as well as PMDK and KaminoTx data structures in Table 3. All numbers are for single-threaded configurations with 1 KB values.

In contrast to PMEMKV, Pronto key-value stores (HashMap and Map) require 27% less volatile memory, while using 22% more persistent storage. For the B+Tree benchmark (Figure 11), Pronto’s volatile memory footprint is 61% higher than PMDK and KaminoTx. Pronto’s persistent memory requirement for the B+Tree is respectively 95% higher and 2% lower than PMDK and KaminoTx.

It is worth to note that Pronto does not need to store snapshots on NVMM as it creates snapshots asynchronously and off of the critical path. Thus, Pronto can utilize SSDs for snapshot storage, which would significantly reduce its NVMM footprint (e.g., by up to 69% for the B+Tree).

6 Related Work

A large body of research with a focus on NVMM implications on computer architecture [44, 56], system software [52, 55], and programming support [11, 51] exists that addresses different challenges of integrating NVMMs with existing computer hardware and software. This work, in particular, focuses on reducing the overhead of adding failure-atomicity to volatile data structures in systems equipped with both volatile and non-volatile memories.

Researchers have built several persistent object libraries for NVMMs. NV-Heaps [11], Mnemosyne [51], and PMDK [25] provide libraries that allow programs directly and transactionally access NVMM. NVM Direct [7] achieves similar goals and adds compiler support. In contrast to Pronto, these systems require disruptive changes to existing programs and impose the overhead of transactional persistence on the critical path of execution.

Kamino-Tx removes the overhead of logging from the critical path and provides atomic in-place updates by maintaining two copies of persistent data [36]. It provides the same set of programming interfaces as PMDK and supports building highly available and reliable persistent data structures via replication. Compared to Pronto, it demands significant changes to existing programs; it also requires persisting transaction and allocation metadata in the critical path.

Atlas [9] automates enforcing failure-atomicity so long as persistent data is only modified inside critical sections, which are surrounded by acquisition and release of locks. NVthreads [20] provides similar failure-atomicity guarantees by using the page table protection bits to automatically track data modifications at the granularity of virtual memory pages and implement copy-on-write.
JUSTDO [27] extends on the idea of failure-atomic critical path and utilizes persistent CPU caches to reduce the memory footprint of logs. In contrast, Pronto provides failure-atomic updates to data structures at the granularity of method calls, uses its allocator to track modified regions that it must persist on NVMM, and moves logging off the critical path without requiring hardware support.

Other work has focused on automatically creating persistent versions of volatile data structures. In [28], the authors explore a transform that takes a nonblocking, volatile data structure and creates a persistent version by transforming memory fences into cache-line flushes into NVMM. In contrast to this work, Pronto supports blocking data structures and also avoids extraneous cache-line flushes by moving most of the persistence instructions off the critical path.

Periodic checkpoints [1] and persistent virtual memory (pVM [30]) are other means of providing failure-atomicity to programs. However, they both require rigorous changes to the source code and enforce persistence synchronously.

7 Conclusion
We have described Pronto, a system that adds persistence to both sequential and concurrent volatile data structures and reduces the overhead of durability on the critical path of execution through asynchronous semantic logging. Pronto shrinks the performance gap between volatile and persistent data structures by trading recovery time for faster execution. It allows programmers to add failure-atomicity to existing code (e.g., GNU C++ STL containers) without requiring disruptive changes, while the resulting persistent containers provide comparable performance to the volatile versions. Furthermore, our persistent version of the STL’s map container outperforms PMEMKV, a persistent key-value store highly optimized for NVMM, by up to 3.8×.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract
This artifact description provides the necessary information to build Pronto and run its performance and functionality tests. First, we give pointers to the source code and describe the hardware/software requirements for building and running the experiments. Next, we introduce the datasets used in evaluating Pronto, and then outline the necessary steps to run the experiments from Section 5. Finally, we explain how to read the evaluation results and introduce ways to configure the benchmarks (e.g., to reduce the evaluation time).

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
- **Algorithm**: Asynchronous Semantic Logging (ASL) and Asynchronous Checkpointing.
- **Program**: Pronto’s library (including debugging tools and unit-tests), PMemKV v0.3x, RocksDB v5.17 (vanilla and Pronto versions), and STL wrappers for Pronto.
- **Compilation**: GNU C/C++ Compiler (version 7.4.0).
- **Data set**: Traces from YCSB [13].
- **Run-time environment**: See Section 5.1 for details.
- **Hardware**: You can reproduce the evaluation results by running the experiments on a machine equipped with NVMM (see Section 5.1 for details). Otherwise, you need a machine with at least 8 physical cores per socket and 100 GB of memory to run all experiments.
- **Execution**: See A.5 for details.
- **Metrics**: Performance (latency and throughput) of Pronto structures, recovery time, snapshot overhead, and sensitivity of ASL to the operation latency.
- **Output**: Performance of running YCSB traces against RocksDB, PMemKV, STL containers, and Pronto structures as well as the execution cost of the snapshots.

- **How much disk space required (approximately)?** Running the evaluations inside Docker requires 10 GB.
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)?** The experiments are ready to run in about 10 minutes (creating the Docker image is unsupervised).
- **How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)?** About 7 hours to run all the experiments by running the Docker container.
- **Publicly available?** Code, datasets, unit-tests, tools, and benchmarks are publicly available. The only exception is the B+Tree in Figure 11, which is Microsoft proprietary and is not included in the archive.
- **Archived (provide DOI)?** 10.5281/zenodo.3605351.

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How delivered. The artifacts are publicly available through Zenodo archival repository. You can access the code by using its DOI.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. We used two configurations for the development and final measurements of Pronto. In absence of access to real NVMM (e.g., Intel Optane DC), you can use the development configuration.

- **Evaluation setup**: We have evaluated Pronto’s performance using the testbed from Section 5.1. The evaluations, however, only require 8 physical cores per socket, 50+ gigabytes of NVMM, and 50+ gigabytes of DRAM. The benchmarks (almost always) use only one socket, so you do not need access to more than one CPU on multi-socket systems to run the benchmarks.
- **Development setup**: You need a machine with at least 8 physical cores per socket and 100 GB of memory to run all experiments. You will need to reserve 50 GB of memory to emulate NVMM (see https://pmem.io/2016/02/22/pm-emulation.html for instructions).

A.3.3 Software dependencies. We have tested Pronto on Ubuntu 18.04 and created a list of required dependencies for the test platform. Run dependencies.sh to build/install the necessary binaries for building Pronto and running the experiments. For other platforms, you need to manually install the following (versions are for the development platform):

- jemalloc v5.1.0
- PMDK v1.4.1
- Python v2.7.15
- NumPy v1.16.0
- CMake v3.10.2
- Autoconf v2.69
- libz-dev v1.3.3
- libdaxctl-dev v61.2
- libdaxctl-dev v61.2
- pkg-config v0.29.1
- uuid-dev v0.29.1
- uuid-dev v2.31.1
- numactl v2.0.11

To run the unit-tests, you also need to install Google C++ Testing Framework. You can find the source code and dependencies for the test framework in googletest and gflags.

A.3.4 Data sets. Pronto’s performance tests use traces from YCSB [13] (workloads A and B) to measure both latency and throughput of benchmark applications. All traces, as well as YCSB, are publicly available.

A.4 Installation
Pronto uses Make for the compilation of the library and accepts multiple configurations (e.g., size of the semantic logs) via environment variables. The following commands configure the compilation environment and build the release version of Pronto using the GNU C/C++ compiler.

cd src
export DEBUG=1 # enables debug information
# updates the size of semantic-logs (gigabytes)
export LOG_SIZE=16
# disables core pinning for ASL threads
export DISABLE_HT_PINNING=1
# enables synchronous semantic logging
export PRONTO_SYNC=1
make # builds the static library
A.5 Experiment workflow

There are two ways to run experiments. You can choose to run all the experiments from Section 5 in a Docker container, or customize and run individual experiments outside Docker.

A.5.1 Running experiments in Docker. Run the following commands to create a Docker image for Pronto and run all the experiments in a container. Creating the image and running the experiments take approximately 10 minutes and 7 hours, respectively. Note that the container uses /dev/pmem1 as the NVMM device to run all the experiments and stores results under /tmp. You can update init.sh and run.sh or use Docker’s device mapping options to change this behavior.

```
# make sure to start with a clean repository
cd docker && ./arxiv.sh
docker build --tag=pronto .
docker run --privileged -v /tmp:/tmp pronto
```

A.5.2 Running individual experiments. You can also configure and run performance, recovery, and sensitivity experiments individually and outside Docker. Follow the instructions in the README file under the benchmark directory in the source repository for details.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result

We divide benchmarks into three categories: performance, recovery, and sensitivity analysis. There are separate scripts to run benchmarks in each category, and they all print results in CSV format. Pronto’s Docker containers use the same categories and store experiment results in three files:

- `pronto-perf.csv`
- `pronto-recovery.csv`
- `pronto-sensitivity.csv`

A.6.1 Performance. Pronto’s performance benchmarks include STL, PMemKV, and RocksDB. For each benchmark, the script prints out its name, workload, number of threads, data size, iteration number, average latency, and average throughput. For instance, below is the output for running YCSB-A (one client thread) against RocksDB (sync mode), where the data size is 256 bytes, and the average latency and throughput across 5 runs are 6.5 μs and 154 Kops/sec, respectively.

```
rocksdb,a-sync,1,256,0,6336,157822
rocksdb,a-sync,1,256,1,6455,154895
rocksdb,a-sync,1,256,2,6326,158065
rocksdb,a-sync,1,256,3,7127,140297
rocksdb,a-sync,1,256,4,6206,161124
```

A.6.2 Recovery. There are three benchmarks:

1. The first benchmark measures the recovery time for different workload configurations (see Section 5.8 for details). Pronto’s Docker containers skip this benchmark by default, as it takes several hours to complete.
2. The second benchmark measures the overhead of snapshots on the execution time of programs. For each iteration, the benchmark reports the access pattern (random or sequential), size of the data structure (number of 2 MB pages), and execution time without/with periodic snapshots.
3. The last benchmark evaluates the cost of snapshots on the critical path. It varies the size of the data structure from 2 MB to 16 GB and reports the cost of creating a snapshot on and off the critical path in microseconds.

A.6.3 Sensitivity analysis. This benchmark varies the latency of volatile operations from 100 ns to 100 μs and reports the cost of synchronous and asynchronous semantic logging. The example below shows synchronous semantic logging increases the execution time by 2,381 ns for a 1000 ns operation and a 1024 byte semantic-log. The last column is the standard deviation for the experiment across five runs.

```
1000,1024,sync,2381.81,1.19
```

A.7 Experiment customization

Refer to the documentation under the benchmark directory in the code repository for details on configuring the benchmarks.

A.8 Notes

The documentation (i.e., README files) that accompanies the source code contains additional information for using the code as well as further instructions on setting up and running the benchmarks.

A.9 Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

- [http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html](http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20190109.html)
- [http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html](http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20190109.html)
- [https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging](https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging)